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(54) Simulation apparatus, simulation method, and simulation program

(57) PROBLEM: Provided is a simulation apparatus
capable of simulating follow-up movement of an object
handled by a machine more accurately.

MEANS FOR SOLVING: The simulation apparatus
includes a processor configured to execute simulation of
a control program executed on a controller, the controller
being configured to control motion of a machine that han-
dles an object. The processor includes: a motion control
means configured to control, following to the control pro-
gram, motion of a virtual machine based on a motion
command to move the virtual machine in a virtual space,
the virtual machine corresponding to the machine; a de-
termination means configured to determine, based on
model data of a virtual object and model data of the virtual
machine, whether or not a volume of a region where a
work space in which the virtual machine works overlaps
with the virtual object is equal to or greater than a pre-
determined reference value, the virtual object being han-
dled by the virtual machine and corresponding to the ob-
ject; and a follow-up means configured to make the virtual
object follow the motion of the virtual machine based on
the motion command when the volume is equal to or
greater than the reference value.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a simulation
apparatus, a simulation method, and a simulation pro-
gram, and more particularly relates to a simulation ap-
paratus, a simulation method, and a simulation program,
which are suitable for simulating a control program exe-
cuted on a controller, the controller configured to control
motion of a machine that handles an object.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventionally, in object motion simulation, as
a method to simulate motion of a model which follows
another model, there is known a technique for carrying
out follow-up movement of models based on inter-model
dependency relationships extracted from the models.
[0003] For example, a kinematic chain simulation sys-
tem is disclosed in JP H09-258815 A (Patent Document
1). In the kinematic chain simulation system, models of
objects are defined in a computer, master-subordinate
relationships between a model which exert actions and
a model to which the actions are exerted are set to the
models, and kinematic chains of the models moving ac-
cording to the master-subordinate relationships are sim-
ulated. The kinematic chain simulation system includes
a model extraction unit that automatically extracts models
to which master-subordinate relationships should be set,
a master-subordinate relationship setting unit that auto-
matically sets the master-subordinate relationships
based on relationships between the models, and a follow-
up movement processing unit that makes the models
move according to the master-subordinate relationships.

PRECEDING TECHNICAL DOCUMENTS

PATENT DOCUMENTS

[0004] Patent Document 1: H09-258815 A

OUTLINE OF THE INVENTION

OBJECT TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] However, according to the technique disclosed
in Patent Document 1, when simulating follow-up move-
ment of an object, which is handled by a machine and
following the motion of the machine, the simulation often
results in that an object which is actually unable to follow
the motion of the machine follows the machine.
[0006] The present invention has been made in view
of the above-described problem, and an object thereof
is to provide a simulation apparatus, a simulation method,
and a simulation program with which follow-up movement
of an object handled by a machine is simulated more
accurately.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE OBJECT

[0007] In accordance with one aspect of the present
invention, a simulation apparatus includes a processor
configured to execute simulation of a control program
executed on a controller, the controller configured to con-
trol motion of a machine that handles an object. The proc-
essor includes a motion control means configured to con-
trol, following the control program, motion of a virtual ma-
chine based on a motion command to move the virtual
machine in a virtual space, the virtual machine corre-
sponding to the machine, a determination means config-
ured to determine, based on model data of a virtual object
and model data of the virtual machine, whether or not a
volume of a region where a work space in which the virtual
machine works overlaps with the virtual object is equal
to or greater than a predetermined reference value, the
virtual object being handled by the virtual machine and
corresponding to the object, and a follow-up means con-
figured to make the virtual object follow the motion of the
virtual machine based on the motion command when the
volume is equal to or greater than the reference value.
[0008] Preferably, the determination means divides
the work space into a plurality of unit regions, determines
whether or not each of the divided unit regions includes
the virtual object, and calculates a volume of a portion of
the work space occupied by the virtual object based on
the number of the unit regions determined to include the
virtual object.
[0009] Preferably, the determination means divides
the virtual object into a plurality of unit regions, deter-
mines whether or not each of the divided unit regions is
included in the work space, and calculates a volume of
a portion of the virtual object overlapped with the work
space based on the number of the unit regions deter-
mined to be included in the work space.
[0010] Preferably, the reference value is defined for
each piece of the model data of the virtual object. Pref-
erably, the work space includes a movable range of the
virtual machine, the movable range being determined in
advance to correspond to a movable range of the ma-
chine.
[0011] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, a simulation method performed on a
computer is provided. The computer includes a proces-
sor configured to execute simulation of a control program
executed on a controller, the controller configured to con-
trol motion of a machine that handles an object. The sim-
ulation method includes the steps of: causing the proc-
essor to control, following the control program, the motion
of the virtual machine based on a motion command to
move a virtual machine in a virtual space, the virtual ma-
chine corresponding to the machine, causing the proc-
essor to determine, based on model data of a virtual ob-
ject and model data of the virtual machine, whether or
not a volume of a region where a work space in which
the virtual machine works overlaps with the virtual object
is equal to or greater than a predetermined reference
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value, the virtual object being handled by the virtual ma-
chine and corresponding to the object, and causing the
processor to make the virtual object follow the motion of
the virtual machine based on the motion command when
the volume is equal to or greater than the reference value.
[0012] In accordance with still another aspect of the
present invention, a simulation program executed by a
computer is provided. The computer includes a proces-
sor configured to execute simulation of a control program
executed on a controller, the controller configured to con-
trol motion of a machine that handles an object. The sim-
ulation program causes the processor to execute the
steps of: controlling, following the control program, mo-
tion of a virtual machine based on an motion command
to move the virtual machine in a virtual space, the virtual
machine corresponding to the machine, determining,
based on model data of a virtual object and model data
of the virtual machine, whether or not a volume of a region
where a work space in which the virtual machine works
overlaps with the virtual object is equal to or greater than
a predetermined reference value, the virtual object being
handled by the virtual machine and corresponding to the
object, and making the virtual object follow the motion of
the virtual machine based on the motion command when
the volume is equal to or greater than the reference value.
[0013] In accordance with yet another aspect of the
present invention, a simulation apparatus includes a
processor configured to execute simulation of a control
program executed on a controller, the controller config-
ured to control motion of a machine that handles an ob-
ject. The processor includes a motion control means con-
figured to control, following the control program, motion
of a virtual machine based on a motion command to move
the virtual machine in a virtual space, the virtual machine
corresponding to the machine, a determination means
configured to determine, based on model data of a virtual
object and model data of the virtual machine, whether or
not a surface area of a portion of the virtual object where
a work space in which the virtual machine works overlaps
with the virtual object is equal to or greater than a pre-
determined reference value, the virtual object being han-
dled by the virtual machine and corresponding to the ob-
ject, and a follow-up means configured to make the virtual
object follow the motion of the virtual machine based on
the motion command when the surface area is equal to
or greater than the reference value.
[0014] In accordance with yet another aspect of the
present invention, a simulation apparatus includes a
processor configured to execute simulation of a control
program executed on a controller, the controller config-
ured to control motion of a machine that handles an ob-
ject. The processor includes a motion control means con-
figured to control, following the control program, motion
of a virtual machine based on a motion command to move
the virtual machine in a virtual space, the virtual machine
corresponding to the machine, a determination means
configured to determine, based on model data of a virtual
object and model data of the virtual machine, whether or

not a volume of a region where a work space in which
the virtual machine works does not overlap with the virtual
object is less than a predetermined reference value, the
virtual object being handled by the virtual machine and
corresponding to the object, and a follow-up means con-
figured to make the virtual object follow the motion of the
virtual machine based on the motion command when the
volume is less than the reference value.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0015] It is possible to simulate follow-up movement of
an object that is handled by a machine more accurately.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

Fig. 1 is a diagram for illustrating a configuration of
a control system according to a first embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a diagram for illustrating a hardware config-
uration of a PC 6 according to the first embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram which is imple-
mented by a CPU executing a controller support pro-
gram;
Fig. 4 is a detailed block diagram for illustrating func-
tions of a simulation unit according to the first em-
bodiment;
Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a 3D space of simulation
according to the first embodiment;
Fig. 6 shows diagrams showing states of the simu-
lation according to the first embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing a flow of control of the
simulation according to the first embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing a flow of determination
processing of follow-up conditions according to the
first embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a diagram for illustrating a division method
of a holding space of a virtual robot according to the
first embodiment;
Fig. 10 is a diagram for illustrating a determination
processing method in step S506 shown in Fig. 8;
Fig. 11 is a diagram showing a 3D space of simula-
tion according to a second embodiment;
Fig. 12 shows diagrams showing states of the sim-
ulation according to the second embodiment;
Fig. 13 is a flowchart showing a flow of determination
processing of follow-up conditions according to the
second embodiment;
Fig. 14 is a diagram for illustrating a division method
of a virtual workpiece according to the second em-
bodiment;
Fig. 15 is a diagram for illustrating a determination
processing method in step S606 shown in Fig. 14;
Fig. 16 shows diagrams for illustrating states of sim-
ulation of a comparative example;
Fig. 17 is a diagram for illustrating a division method
of a movable space of a virtual air cylinder according
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to a modification of the second embodiment;
Fig. 18 is a diagram for illustrating a determination
method to determine whether or not a unit region
according to the modification of the second embod-
iment includes a virtual workpiece;
Fig. 19 is a flowchart showing a flow of determination
processing of follow-up conditions according to a
third embodiment;
Fig. 20 is a diagram for illustrating a division method
of a virtual workpiece according to the third embod-
iment; and
Fig. 21 is a diagram for illustrating a determination
processing method in step S706 shown in Fig. 20.

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0017] Referring to the drawings, embodiments of the
present invention will be described below. In the following
description, like components are denoted by like refer-
ence numerals. The names and functions of the compo-
nents are also the same. Detailed descriptions thereof
are therefore not repeated.

[First Embodiment]

<Overall Configuration of Control System>

[0018] Fig. 1 is a diagram for illustrating a configuration
of a control system according to a first embodiment. With
reference to Fig. 1, the control system according to the
first embodiment has a server 2, a network 4, a PC (Per-
sonal Computer) 6, a controller 14, and a control target
apparatus 16.
[0019] The server 2 is connected to the PC 6 via the
network 4. The PC 6 is configured to be able to commu-
nicate with the controller 14 that controls the control target
apparatus 16.
[0020] The PC 6 corresponds to a simulation appara-
tus in one embodiment. A controller support program 8
including a simulation program is installed on the PC 6,
and a control program 10 created by a user is stored on
the PC 6. A CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Mem-
ory) 12 stores the controller support program 8. The con-
troller support program 8 installed on the PC 6 is installed
from this CD-ROM 12.
[0021] The controller 14 controls the motion of the con-
trol target apparatus 16. For example, a PLC (Program-
mable Logic Controller) is used for the controller 14. The
PLC has a so-called motion control function. The con-
troller 14 stores the control program 15 which defines
control contents for the control target apparatus 16. The
controller 14 executes a loop of the control program 15
in each control cycle. The control program 15 stored in
the controller 14 is copy data which is a copy of the control
program 10 stored in the PC 6, and the control program
15 is sent from the PC 6
[0022] The control target apparatus 16 includes a mo-
tor 18 such as a servo motor and a stepping motor, and

a motor driver 17 for driving the motor.
[0023] The motor driver 17 supplies a driving current
to the motor 18. The motor driver 17 is provided with a
position command value for each control cycle by the
controller 14 executing the control program 15, and sup-
plies to the motor 18 the driving current corresponding
to the position command value. , For example, if the mo-
tor 18 is a servo motor, the motor 18 is provided with an
encoder which detects an actual value of a rotational po-
sition of the motor 18. The actual value of the rotational
position of the motor is used by the motor driver 17 for
feedback control.
[0024] Although a case where a simulation program is
installed in the PC 6 via the CD-ROM 12 has been de-
scribed above, the mode of installation is not limited
thereto. For example, the simulation program may be
downloaded from the server 2 to the PC 6 via the network
4. This also applies to a control program.

<Hardware Configuration of PC>

[0025] Fig. 2 is a diagram for illustrating a hardware
configuration of the PC 6 according to the first embodi-
ment. With reference to Fig. 2, the PC 6 includes a CPU
901 as a processing means, a ROM 902, a RAM 903,
and an HDD 904 as storage means, a CD-ROM drive
908 as a data reading unit, a communication IF 909 as
a communication means, a monitor 907 as a display
means, and a keyboard 905 and a mouse 906 as input
means. These units are connected with one another via
an internal bus 910.
[0026] The CPU 901 controls each unit of the PC 6 by
reading programs and data stored in the ROM 902, the
RAM 903, and the HDD 904, and executing the programs.
The CPU 901 is typically a microprocessor. The hard-
ware may be an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array),
an ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit), or a
circuit having an arithmetic operation function other than
the CPU.
[0027] The HDD 904 is typically a non-volatile magnet-
ic memory and stores the simulation program which is
read from the CD-ROM 12 by the CD-ROM drive 908.
The HDD 904 also stores the control program 15.
[0028] The simulation program may be stored in a stor-
age medium other than the CD-ROM 12, and may be
read by the CPU 901 via a memory interface (IF) inter-
facing with the storage medium. For example, the simu-
lation program may be read from a DVD-ROM via a DVD
(Digital Versatile Disk)-ROM drive, or the simulation pro-
gram may be read from a USB memory via a USB (Uni-
versal Serial Bus) interface.
[0029] The CPU 901 reads the controller support pro-
gram 8, which is stored in the HDD 904, into the RAM
903 and executes the controller support program 8.
[0030] The RAM 903 is a volatile memory and functions
as a working memory. In general, the ROM 902 stores
programs such as an operating system (OS).
[0031] The communication interface (IF) 909 typically
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supports a general-purpose communication protocol
such as Ethernet (registered trademark) and USB. The
communication IF 909 provides data communication with
the server 2 and the controller 14 via the network 4.
[0032] The monitor 907 is configured by a liquid crystal
display, a CRT (Cathode Ray Tube), an organic EL (Elec-
troluminescence) display, a plasma display, and the like,
and displays a processing result by the PC 6, or the like.
The keyboard 905 receives key inputs by a user. The
mouse 906 receives pointing operations by the user.

<Functional Configuration>

[0033] Fig. 3 is a block diagram which is implemented
by the CPU 901 executing the controller support program
8. Fig. 3 shows a user interface unit 802, a display data
creation unit 804, a simulation unit 806, a control program
storage unit 808, a control program editing unit 810, and
a controller interface unit 812.
[0034] The user interface unit 802 creates window
screen contents displayed on the monitor 907 of the PC
6, and receives user operations through the keyboard
905 and the mouse 906.
[0035] The control program editing unit 810 receives
inputs of and editing commands for the control program
by the user. The control program is compiled if compila-
tion is necessary for execution of the control program.
The created control program is sent to the controller 14
via the controller interface unit 812. The created control
program is also stored in the control program storage
unit 808, which is a predetermined region in the HDD
904. The control program editing unit 810 can read out
the control program 15 stored in the controller 14 via the
controller interface unit 812 and edit the control program
15.
[0036] The simulation unit 806 is a simulator for the
controller 14. The simulation unit 806 simulates opera-
tions of the controller 14 to execute the control program
15 according to the control program 10 stored in the con-
trol program storage unit 808, and calculates position
command values to be output by the controller 14 for
each control cycle.
[0037] The simulation unit 806 is also capable of sim-
ulating how an incoming external signal affects the op-
eration of the control program 15 and how a change,
which is caused by the execution of the control program
15, in internal states of the controller 14 such as contents
stored in the memory of the controller 14 affects the op-
eration of the control program 15.
[0038] The simulation unit 806 also receives user com-
mands for the execution of simulation via the user inter-
face unit 802. That is, the user interface unit 802 also
serves as a means for receiving user commands for the
simulation unit 806.
[0039] The display data creation unit 804 creates dis-
play data to show temporal change in execution result
data created by the simulation unit 806. The display data
creation unit 804 displays the created display data on the

monitor 907 of the PC 6 in forms of graphs, characters,
and 3D representations by sending the display data to
the user interface unit 802.

<Functional Configuration of Simulation Unit>

[0040] Fig. 4 is a detailed block diagram for illustrating
functions of the simulation unit 806 according to the first
embodiment.
[0041] A simulation control unit 820 reads the control
program 10 from the control program storage unit 808,
and executes simulation of the control program 10 or re-
executes the simulation from the midpoint. Along with
this, the simulation control unit 820 controls a flow be-
tween an execution result data storage unit 830 and a
model data storage unit 840. Each of the execution result
data storage unit 830 and the model data storage unit
840 is a functional unit implemented in the RAM 903 or
HDD 904.
[0042] The simulation control unit 820 includes, as its
main functional units, a motion control unit 822, a deter-
mination unit 824, and a follow-up control unit 826. The
motion control unit 822 is a functional unit that is imple-
mented by the simulation unit 806 executing a below-
described machine control simulator. The determination
unit 824 and the follow-up control unit 826 are functional
units that are implemented by the simulation unit 806
executing a below-described 3D simulator.
[0043] According to the control program 10, the motion
control unit 822 controls motion of a virtual machine
based on a motion command to move the virtual machine
corresponding to a machine in a virtual space.
[0044] Based on model data of the virtual object, which
is handled by the virtual machine and corresponds to an
object, and model data of the virtual machine, the deter-
mination unit 824 determines whether or not a volume of
a region where a work space in which a virtual machine
works (a below-described holding space in the first em-
bodiment) overlaps with a virtual object is equal to or
greater than a predetermined reference value. More spe-
cifically, the determination unit 824 divides the work
space into a plurality of unit regions, and determines
whether or not each of the divided unit regions includes
the virtual object. The determination unit 824 then calcu-
lates a volume of a portion of the work space occupied
by the virtual object based on the number of the unit re-
gions determined to include the virtual object. The work
space is a space in which a machine can work on an
object.
[0045] The follow-up control unit 826 makes the virtual
object follow the motion of the virtual machine which
moves by the motion commands based on the determi-
nation result that the volume is equal to or greater than
the reference value.
[0046] The execution result data storage unit 830
stores execution result data used for display.
The model data storage unit 840 stores model data,
which include models of objects in the real space such
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as a robot, a workpiece, a conveyer, and a stand. More
specifically, the model data storage unit 840 has model
data of shapes, characteristics of motion, functions, per-
formance, positions, directions, and the like of virtual ob-
jects in a virtual space which correspond to the objects
in the real space.

<Flow of Simulation Control>

(Overview)

[0047] Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a 3D space used
in the simulation according to the first embodiment. With
reference to Fig. 5, in the first embodiment, in the 3D
space which is a virtual space corresponding to the real
space, there are arranged a virtual robot 500 which cor-
responds to a robot in the real space, a virtual workpiece
(a virtual object) 530 which corresponds to a workpiece
(an object) in the real space, and a virtual stand 550 which
corresponds to a stand on which the workpiece is placed
in the real space. The robot is typically a robot hand that
has a holding mechanism for holding a workpiece.
[0048] The simulation unit 806 executes a 3D simulator
and a machine control simulator while referring to the
model data of the virtual machine and the virtual object.
[0049] The 3D simulator displays objects (in the first
embodiment, the virtual robot 500, the virtual workpiece
530, and the virtual stand 550) in the 3D space based on
a result acquired in a data trace. The 3D simulator also
determines whether or not a follow-up condition that
makes the virtual workpiece 530 handled by the virtual
robot 500 follow the motion of the virtual robot 500 is
satisfied. In other words, the 3D simulator determines
whether or not the virtual workpiece 530 handled by the
virtual robot 500 follows the motion of the virtual robot
500. If the follow-up condition is satisfied, the 3D simu-
lator starts follow-up movement control which makes the
virtual workpiece 530 follow the motion of the virtual robot
500. In the case where the follow-up movement control
is started, the 3D simulator calculates a state of the virtual
workpiece 530 which follows the virtual robot 500.
[0050] The machine control simulator controls a virtual
machine (in the first embodiment, the virtual robot 500
or the virtual stand 550) in the 3D space. More specifi-
cally, the machine control simulator calculates command
values for the control of the virtual machine and also cal-
culates the motion of the virtual machine for the command
values. The machine control simulator calculates the mo-
tion of the virtual machine based on, for example, motion
commands sent from a user via the user interface unit
802 (or motion commands output by a program).
[0051] Control in the simulation according to the first
embodiment is generally carried out by the 3D simulator
and the machine control simulator executing the following
processing. First, (1) the machine control simulator trans-
mits the calculated state of the virtual machine and the
virtual object to the 3D simulator. Next, (2) the 3D simu-
lator displays the virtual machine and the virtual object

in the 3D space based on the received states of the virtual
machine and the virtual object. Then, (3) the 3D simulator
determines whether or not the follow-up condition that
makes the virtual object follow the virtual machine is sat-
isfied, and if it determines that the follow-up condition is
satisfied, the follow-up movement control under which
the virtual object follows the motion of the virtual machine
is started.
[0052] States in the simulation according to the first
embodiment will be described below in time series.
Fig. 6 shows diagrams showing states in the simulation
according to the first embodiment.
[0053] With reference to Fig. 6, following a motion com-
mand, the virtual robot 500 moves toward the bottom of
the figure to hold the virtual workpiece 530 placed on the
virtual stand 550 (the state in Fig. 6A). When a certain
time has passed from the state in Fig. 6A, the virtual robot
500 moves closer to the virtual workpiece 530 to hold the
virtual workpiece 530 (the state in Fig. 6B). When a cer-
tain time has passed from the state in Fig. 6B, a holding
space (for holding an object) sandwiched between hold-
ing arms of the virtual robot 500 overlaps with the virtual
workpiece 530. If the volume of a portion of the holding
space occupied by the virtual workpiece 530 is equal to
or greater than a predetermined reference value (e.g.,
equal to or greater than 50%), the follow-up condition
which makes the virtual workpiece 530 follow the motion
of the virtual robot 500 is satisfied. When the virtual robot
500 moves toward the upper side in the figure, the virtual
workpiece 530 moves in the direction of an arrow (up-
ward) in the figure following the motion of the virtual robot
500 (the state in Fig. 6C). Then, a simulation result show-
ing that the virtual robot 500 holds the virtual workpiece
530 is displayed. The holding space of the virtual robot
500 is determined in advance to correspond to a holding
space of the robot in the real space.

(Flow Chart)

[0054] Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing a flow of control of
the simulation according to the first embodiment. Each
step shown in Fig. 7 is basically carried out by the CPU
901 executing simulation of the control program 10.
[0055] With reference to Fig. 7, the simulation unit 806
sets an initial position of the virtual workpiece (the virtual
workpiece 530 in Fig. 6) by executing the machine control
simulator (step S302). By taking Fig. 6 as an example,
an initial position of the virtual workpiece 530 is set in
proximity to the center of the virtual stand 550.
[0056] Next, the simulation unit 806 starts control of a
virtual machine (the virtual robot 500 in Fig. 6) following
the control program 10 by executing the machine control
simulator (step S304).
[0057] The simulation unit 806 executes sequence
control based on a motion command for the virtual ma-
chine by executing the machine control simulator (step
S306). Next, the simulation unit 806 executes motion
control based on the motion command for the virtual ma-
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chine by executing the machine control simulator (step
5308). More specifically, the simulation unit 806 calcu-
lates command values based on the motion command
from the user via the user interface unit 802.
[0058] Then, the simulation unit 806 calculates states
of the virtual machine and the virtual workpiece as a result
of the motion control (step S31 0), and transmits infor-
mation showing the calculated states of the virtual ma-
chine and the virtual workpiece to the 3D simulator (step
S312). The simulation unit 806 repeats the processes
from step S306 by executing the machine control simu-
lator.
[0059] Next, the simulation unit 806 receives the infor-
mation showing the states of the virtual machine and the
virtual workpiece sent from the machine control simulator
by executing the 3D simulator (step S110).
[0060] Next, the simulation unit 806 determines wheth-
er or not the follow-up movement control, under which
the virtual workpiece follows the motion of the virtual ma-
chine, is executed by executing the 3D simulator (step
S111). More specifically, the simulation unit 806 deter-
mines whether or not the follow-up movement control in
step S120, which will be described later, has been start-
ed.
[0061] If the follow-up movement control has not been
started (NO in step S111), the simulation unit 806 exe-
cutes processes from step S114, which will be described
later. On the other hand, if the follow-up movement con-
trol has already been started (YES in step S111), the
simulation unit 806 calculates the state of the virtual work-
piece following the virtual machine (the state of the virtual
workpiece which is moved along with the motion of the
virtual machine) by executing the 3D simulator (step
S112).
[0062] The simulation unit 806 then displays the virtual
machine and the virtual workpiece in the 3D space on
the monitor 907 based on the states of the virtual machine
and the virtual workpiece (step S114). In this process,
execution result data necessary for the display is trans-
ferred to the display data creation unit 804.
[0063] When the above-described sequence control
and motion control are performed, the states shown in
Fig. 6 are displayed on the monitor 907. More specifically,
if the follow-up movement control, under which the virtual
workpiece follows the virtual robot 500, has not been
started yet (NO in step S111), for the virtual workpiece
530 placed in proximity to the center of the virtual stand
550, a state in which the virtual robot 500 moves toward
the bottom of Fig. 6 (the state in Fig. 6A) or a state in
which the virtual robot 500 comes close to the virtual
workpiece 530 (the state in Fig. 6B) is displayed on the
monitor 907. That is, a state in which the virtual workpiece
530 does not follow the virtual robot 500 is displayed on
the monitor 907.
[0064] On the other hand, in the case where the follow-
up movement control has already been started in step
S120, which will be described later (YES in step S111),
a state in which the virtual workpiece 530 follows (is held

by) the virtual robot 500 (the state in Fig. 6C) is displayed
on the monitor 907.
[0065] With reference to Fig. 7, the simulation unit 806
executes a determination process to determine whether
or not the follow-up condition for the virtual workpiece to
follow the motion of the virtual machine is satisfied, by
executing the 3D simulator (step S116).
[0066] Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing a flow of determi-
nation process of the follow-up conditions according to
the first embodiment. The follow-up conditions for the
virtual workpiece 530 to follow the motion of the virtual
robot 500 shown in Fig. 6 will be described below.
[0067] With reference to Fig. 8, by executing the 3D
simulator, the simulation unit 806 divides the holding
space, which is sandwiched by two holding arms of the
virtual robot 500, into a plurality of unit regions (e.g.,
cuboid) with a predetermined size (step S502).
[0068] Fig. 9 is a diagram for illustrating a division
method of the holding space of the virtual robot 500 ac-
cording to the first embodiment.
[0069] With reference to Fig. 9, the simulation unit 806
extracts the holding space of the virtual robot 500 based
on the model data of the virtual robot 500. The simulation
unit 806 divides the extracted holding space into a plu-
rality of unit regions. This example shows a case where
the holding space is divided into 75 unit regions.
[0070] Referring again to Fig. 8, the simulation unit 806
sets a variable t, which indicates the number of the unit
regions including the virtual workpiece 530, to 0 (step
S504). That is, the variable t indicates the volume of a
portion of the holding space occupied (overlapped) by
the virtual workpiece 530. Therefore, if the entire holding
space is occupied by the virtual workpiece 530, the value
of the variable t is 75. If the virtual workpiece 530 does
not exist in the holding space (if the virtual workpiece 530
is not included in the holding space at all), the value of
the variable t is 0.
[0071] Next, the simulation unit 806 sets 1 to a variable
n, which is stored in a storage means (e.g., the RAM 903)
(step S505). In the first embodiment, the RAM 903 holds,
as a variable N, the number of unit regions into which the
holding space is divided. In other words, the variable N
indicates the total volume of the holding space.
[0072] Next, the simulation unit 806 determines wheth-
er or not the n-th unit region includes the virtual workpiece
530 (i.e., whether or not it is occupied by the virtual work-
piece 530) (step S506).
[0073] Fig. 10 is a diagram for illustrating a determina-
tion processing method in step S506 shown in Fig. 8.
With reference to Fig. 10, the simulation unit 806 deter-
mines that, for example, the 8th (n=8) unit region includes
the virtual workpiece 530 (determination: YES), and the
23rd (n=23) unit region does not include the virtual work-
piece 530 (determination: NO).
[0074] Referring again to Fig. 8, if the n-th unit region
does not include the virtual workpiece 530 (NO in step
S506), the simulation unit 806 executes the processing
in step S510. On the other hand, if the n-th unit region
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includes the virtual workpiece 530 (YES in step S506),
the simulation unit 806 increments the value of the vari-
able t (step S508) and executes the processing in step
S510.
[0075] Next, the simulation unit 806 determines wheth-
er or not the variable n matches the variable N (step
S510). More specifically, the simulation unit 806 deter-
mines whether or not the determination processing in
step S506 is executed for all unit regions.
[0076] If the value of the variable n and the value of
the variable N do not match (NO in step S51 0), the sim-
ulation unit 806 increments the value of the variable n
(step S511) and repeats the processing from step S506.
On the other hand, if the value of the variable n matches
the value of the variable N (YES in step S510), the sim-
ulation unit 806 determines whether or not the value of
the variable t is equal to or greater than a predetermined
reference value (step S512). More specifically, for exam-
ple, if the follow-up condition for the virtual workpiece 530
to follow the motion of the virtual robot 500 is that the
virtual workpiece 530 occupies 50% or more of the vol-
ume of the holding space, the reference value is set to
half the volume of the holding space. In this case, the
reference value is set to 38 since the volume of the hold-
ing space is 75.
[0077] If the value of the variable t is equal to or greater
than the reference value (YES in step S512), the simu-
lation unit 806 determines that the follow-up condition is
satisfied (step S514) and returns the process to the main
process (Return). On the other hand, if the value of the
variable t is not equal to or greater than (less than) the
reference value (NO in step S512), the simulation unit
806 determines that the follow-up condition is not satis-
fied (step S516) and returns the process to the main proc-
ess (Return).
[0078] Although the case has been described where
the simulation unit 806 determines whether or not the
follow-up condition is satisfied by calculating the volume
of a portion of the holding space occupied by the virtual
workpiece 530, the determination may be made by cal-
culating the volume of a portion of the holding space not
occupied does not occupy (not overlapped) by the virtual
workpiece 530. More specifically, if it is determined that
the n-th unit region includes the virtual workpiece 530,
the simulation unit 806 increments a variable i, which
indicates the number of unit regions that do not include
the virtual workpiece 530. In this case, however, the sim-
ulation unit 806 determines that the follow-up condition
is satisfied if the value of the variable i is less than the
reference value, and that the follow-up condition is not
satisfied if the value of the variable i is equal to or greater
than the reference value.
[0079] Referring again to Fig. 7, the simulation unit 806
determines, by executing the 3D simulator, whether or
not the follow-up condition is satisfied based on the de-
termination result in step S116 (step S118). In other
words, the simulation unit 806 determines whether or not
the virtual workpiece follows the motion of the virtual ma-

chine. If the follow-up condition is satisfied (YES in step
S118), the simulation unit 806 starts the follow-up move-
ment control under which the virtual workpiece follows
the motion of the virtual machine (step S120), and exe-
cutes the processing from step S110.
[0080] On the other hand, if the follow-up condition is
not satisfied (NO in step S118), the simulation unit 806
executes the processing from step S110. That is, the
simulation unit 806 executes the processing from step
S110 without starting the follow-up movement control de-
scribed above.
[0081] In step S120, if the follow-up movement control,
under which the virtual workpiece follows the motion of
the virtual machine, is started, the simulation unit 806
displays the states of the virtual machine and the virtual
workpiece, on which the follow-up movement control is
reflected, in the 3D space on the monitor 907 by execut-
ing the 3D simulator. That is, for example, as the state
in Fig. 6C, a state in which the virtual robot 500 holds the
virtual workpiece 530 while the virtual workpiece 530 fol-
lows the motion of the virtual robot 500 is displayed in
the 3D space on the monitor 907.
[0082] According to the first embodiment, the virtual
workpiece is controlled to follow the motion of the virtual
robot if a certain amount of the holding space of the virtual
robot is occupied by the virtual workpiece. Therefore,
simulation can be executed such that a workpiece which
can be held by a robot in the real space is held, and a
workpiece which cannot be held by the robot in the real
space is not held. That is, it is possible to simulate the
motion of the robot and the workpiece in the real space
more accurately.

[Second Embodiment]

[0083] In the first embodiment, an example in which
simulation is executed when a machine is a robot has
been described. In the second embodiment, simulation
in a case where the machine is an air cylinder will be
described. A determination method for a follow-up con-
dition different from the method described in Fig. 8 for
the first embodiment is used in the second embodiment.
[0084] In the second embodiment, since "Overall Con-
figuration of Control System", "Hardware Configuration
of PC 6", and "Functional Configuration" are basically the
same as the first embodiment, detailed description there-
of will not be repeated.

<Functional Configuration of Simulation Unit>

[0085] Functions of a simulation unit 806 according to
the second embodiment will be described. The functions
of the simulation unit 806 are basically the same as in
the first embodiment except that a function of a determi-
nation unit 824 in a simulation control unit 820 is slightly
different. Therefore, detailed description thereof will not
be repeated.
[0086] In the second embodiment, the determination
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unit 824 determines, based on model data of the virtual
object, which is handled by the virtual machine and cor-
responds to a real object, and model data of the virtual
machine, whether or not a volume of a region where a
work space in which a virtual machine works overlaps
with a virtual object (a below-described movable space
in the second embodiment) is equal to or greater than a
predetermined reference value. More specifically, the de-
termination unit 824 divides the virtual object into a plu-
rality of unit regions, and determines whether or not each
of the divided unit regions is included in the work space.
Then, the determination unit 824 calculates the volume
of a portion of the virtual object that overlaps with the
work space based on the number of the unit regions de-
termined to be included in the work space.

<Flow of Simulation Control>

(Overview)

[0087] Fig. 11 is a diagram showing a 3D space in sim-
ulation of the second embodiment.
[0088] With reference to Fig. 11, in the second embod-
iment, a virtual air cylinder 600 corresponding to an air
cylinder in the real space, a virtual workpiece 630 corre-
sponding to a workpiece in the real space, and virtual
conveyors 650 and 655 corresponding to conveyors in
the real space are arranged in the 3D space which is a
virtual space corresponding to the real space. More spe-
cifically, the virtual workpiece 630 is basically placed on
the virtual conveyor 650, and with a belt of the virtual
conveyor 650 being driven, moves along the direction to
which the belt is driven (the transfer direction in Fig. 11).
However, if a condition for the virtual workpiece 630 to
follow the motion of the virtual air cylinder 600 is satisfied,
when the virtual air cylinder 600 pushes out its piston to
the right in Fig. 11 (thrust direction), the virtual workpiece
630 is pushed out to the right in Fig. 11. Then, the virtual
workpiece 630 moves to the lower right in Fig. 11 while
being placed on the virtual conveyor 655. An air cylinder
typically has a mechanism to push out its piston by ap-
plying air pressure.
[0089] In summary, the simulation unit 806 displays
objects (in the second embodiment, the virtual air cylinder
600, the virtual workpiece 630, and the virtual conveyors
650 and 655) in the 3D space by executing the 3D sim-
ulator. The 3D simulator determines whether or not the
follow-up condition for the virtual workpiece 630, which
is handled by the virtual air cylinder 600, to follow the
motion of the virtual air cylinder 600 is satisfied. More
specifically, the 3D simulator makes the virtual workpiece
630 follow the motion of the virtual air cylinder 600 if a
volume of a portion of the virtual workpiece 630 that over-
laps with (is included in) a movable space of the virtual
air cylinder 600 is equal to or greater than a certain value
(if the follow-up condition is satisfied). That is, the 3D
simulator starts follow-up movement control under which
the virtual workpiece 630 follows the motion of the virtual

air cylinder 600.
[0090] The simulation unit 806 controls the virtual air
cylinder 600 and the virtual conveyor 650 by executing
the machine control simulator.
[0091] Figs. 12 are diagrams showing states in the sim-
ulation according to the second embodiment.
With reference to Fig. 12, the virtual air cylinder 600 push-
es out its piston to the right in Fig. 12 following a motion
command to push out the piston. In this case, if the virtual
workpiece 630 is hardly included in a movable range
(movable space) of (the piston of) the virtual air cylinder
600 (corresponding to states in Figs. 12A and 12C), the
virtual workpiece 630 does not move to the right even
when the piston of the virtual air cylinder 600 is pushed
out. If the virtual workpiece 630 is included in the movable
space of the virtual air cylinder 600 by a certain amount
or more (corresponding to the state in Fig. 12B), the vir-
tual workpiece 630 moves to the right and is transferred
by the virtual conveyor 655 when the piston of the virtual
air cylinder 600 is pushed out. That is, if the volume of
the portion of the virtual workpiece 630 included in the
movable space is equal to or greater than a certain
amount, the follow-up condition for the virtual workpiece
630 to follow the motion of the virtual air cylinder 600 is
satisfied. The movable space of the virtual air cylinder
600 is set in advance to correspond to the movable space
of the air cylinder in the real space.
[0092] The simulation result described above reflects
the following states. In the real space, if a workpiece is
hardly included in a movable space of an air cylinder
(corresponding to the states in Figs. 12A and 12C in the
3D space), the workpiece only changes its direction and
is not pushed out even when the piston is pushed out.
Also, if the workpiece is included in the movable space
of the piston of the air cylinder by a certain amount or
more (corresponding to the state in Fig. 12B in the 3D
space), the workpiece is pushed out when the piston is
pushed out.

(Follow-up Condition Determination Processing)

[0093] A flow of follow condition determination
processing (processing equivalent to step S116 in Fig.
7) in the second embodiment will be described below.
Because an overall flow of control of the simulation unit
806 is basically the same as the flow shown in Fig. 7 in
the first embodiment, detailed description thereof will not
be repeated.
[0094] Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a flow of deter-
mination processing of follow-up conditions according to
the second embodiment. Step S600 in the second em-
bodiment corresponds to step S116 in the first embodi-
ment.
[0095] With reference to Fig. 13, the simulation unit
806 divides the virtual workpiece 630 into a plurality of
unit regions (e.g., cuboid) with a predetermined size by
executing the 3D simulator (step S602).
[0096] Fig. 14 is a diagram for illustrating a division
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method of the virtual workpiece 630 according to the sec-
ond embodiment.
[0097] With reference to Fig. 14, the simulation unit
806 divides the virtual workpiece 630 into a plurality of
unit regions based on model data of the virtual workpiece
630. This example shows a case where the virtual work-
piece 630 is divided into 24 unit regions.
[0098] Referring again to Fig. 13, the simulation unit
806 sets a variable t, which indicates the number of the
unit regions that are included in the virtual air cylinder
600, to 0 (step S604). The variable t indicates the volume
of a portion of the virtual workpiece 630 included in the
movable space. For example, if the entire virtual work-
piece 630 is included in the movable space, the value of
the variable t is 24. If the virtual workpiece 630 does not
exist in the movable space, the value of the variable t is 0.
[0099] Next, the simulation unit 806 sets 1 to a variable
n, which is stored in a RAM 903 (step S605). In the second
embodiment, the RAM 903 holds, as a variable N, the
number of the unit regions into which the virtual work-
piece 630 is divided. In other words, the variable N indi-
cates the total volume of the virtual workpiece 630.
[0100] Next, the simulation unit 806 determines wheth-
er or not the n-th unit region is included in the movable
space (step S606).
[0101] Fig. 15 is a diagram for illustrating a determina-
tion processing method in step S606 shown in Fig. 14.
With reference to Fig. 15, the simulation unit 806 deter-
mines that, for example, the 11th (n=11) unit region is
included in the movable space, and the 1st (n=1) unit
region is not included in the movable space.
[0102] Referring again to Fig. 13, if the n-th unit region
is not included in the movable space (NO in step S606),
the simulation unit 806 executes the processing in step
S610. If the n-th unit region is included in the movable
space (YES in step S606), the simulation unit 806 incre-
ments the value of the variable t (step S608) and exe-
cutes the processing in step S610.
[0103] Next, the simulation unit 806 determines wheth-
er or not the variable n matches the variable N (step
S610). More specifically, the simulation unit 806 deter-
mines whether or not the determination processing in
step S606 is executed for all unit regions.
[0104] If the variable n does not match with the variable
N (NO in step S610), the simulation unit 806 increments
the value of the variable n (step S611) and repeats the
processing from step S606. On the other hand, if the
variable n matches the variable N (YES in step S610),
the simulation unit 806 determines whether or not the
value of the variable t is equal to or greater than a pre-
determined reference value (step S612). More specifi-
cally, for example, if the follow-up condition is that 50%
or more of the volume of the virtual workpiece 630 is
included in the movable space, the reference value is set
to half the volume of the virtual workpiece 630. In this
case, the reference value is set to 12 since the volume
of the virtual workpiece 630 is 24.
[0105] If the value of the variable t is equal to or greater

than the reference value (YES in step S612), the simu-
lation unit 806 determines that the follow-up condition is
satisfied (step S614) and returns the process to the main
process (Return). On the other hand, if the value of the
variable t is not equal to or greater than (less than) the
reference value (NO in step S612), the simulation unit
806 determines that the follow-up condition is not satis-
fied (step S616) and returns the process to the main proc-
ess (Return).
[0106] As in the first embodiment, the volume of a por-
tion of the virtual workpiece 630 that is not included in
the movable space may be calculated. More specifically,
if it is determined that the n-th unit region is not included
in the movable space, the simulation unit 806 increments
a variable i indicating the volume not included in the mov-
able space. In this case, the simulation unit 806 deter-
mines that the follow-up condition is satisfied if the value
of the variable i is less than the reference value, and that
the follow-up condition is not satisfied if the value of the
variable i is equal to or greater than the reference value.
[0107] The determination on the follow-up condition
may be made by changing the reference value in step
S606, depending on specifications such as a shape (e.g.,
sphere, cuboid, or trigonal pyramid), type, weight, and
the like of the virtual workpiece 630. More specifically,
the simulation unit 806 may execute the processing in
step S612 based on the reference value, which has been
stored in advance as model data for each virtual work-
piece 630.
[0108] By executing determination processing for the
follow-up condition as described above, it becomes pos-
sible to simulate motion of an air cylinder and a workpiece
in the real space more accurately in a virtual space. As
a comparative example of determination processing for
the follow-up condition according to the second embod-
iment, a case will be described where the virtual work-
piece 630 follows the motion of the virtual air cylinder 600
if the distance between the virtual air cylinder 600 and
the virtual workpiece 630 becomes equal to or less than
a certain value.
[0109] Fig. 16 are diagrams showing states in simula-
tion of a comparative example.
With reference to Fig. 16, the virtual air cylinder 600 push-
es out its piston to the right in Fig. 16 following a motion
command to push out the piston. In this case, a shortest
distance d between the virtual air cylinder 600 and the
virtual workpiece 630 is the same for all the states in Fig.
16. That is, if the virtual workpiece 630 is included in the
movable space of the virtual air cylinder 600 even just a
little, the shortest distance d takes the same value. Be-
cause the follow-up condition is satisfied when the short-
est distance d is equal to or less than a certain distance,
the virtual workpiece 630 follows the motion of the virtual
air cylinder 600. Therefore, all the states in Fig. 16 show
a state in which the virtual workpiece 630 moves to the
right when the piston of the virtual air cylinder 600 is
pushed out to the right is shown.
[0110] Therefore, in the above comparative example,
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the simulation result shows that the virtual workpiece 630
is pushed out following the motion of the virtual air cylin-
der 600 in the states in Figs. 16A and 16C, although
actually (i.e. in the real space), a workpiece is not properly
pushed out (only changes its direction) when the piston
is pushed out if the workpiece is hardly included in a
movable range of an air cylinder (states in Figs. 16A and
16C). Therefore, in the comparative example, it can be
seen that the motion of the air cylinder and the workpiece
in the real space is not simulated with high accuracy.
[0111] On the other hand, in the determination
processing of the follow-up condition according to the
second embodiment, the motion of the air cylinder and
the workpiece in the real space can be simulated more
accurately as shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, in the second
embodiment, because the follow-up condition is deter-
mined based on the volume of a portion of the virtual
workpiece 630 included in the movable space, a simula-
tion result does not depend on the shape of the virtual
workpiece 630 or the direction of the transferred virtual
workpiece 630. Accordingly, it becomes possible to sim-
ulate the motion of the virtual machine and the virtual
workpiece more accurately.

(Modification of Follow-up Condition Determination 
Processing)

[0112] Similarly to the case where a holding space is
divided into unit regions in the first embodiment, a case
where the movable space in the second embodiment is
divided into unit regions may be adopted as a modifica-
tion. That is, the simulation unit 806 divides the movable
space of the virtual air cylinder 600 into unit regions (e.g.,
cuboid) by executing the 3D simulator.
[0113] Fig. 17 is a diagram for illustrating a division
method of the movable space of the virtual air cylinder
600 according to the modification of the second embod-
iment.
[0114] With reference to Fig. 17, the simulation unit
806 divides the movable space of the virtual air cylinder
600 into a plurality of unit regions (e.g., cuboid) based
on model data of the virtual air cylinder 600. This example
shows a case where the movable space is divided into
40 unit regions.
[0115] In the above case, the simulation unit 806 de-
termines whether or not the n-th unit region includes the
virtual workpiece 630.
[0116] Fig. 18 is a diagram for illustrating a determina-
tion method to determine whether or not a unit region
according to the modification of the second embodiment
includes the virtual workpiece 630.
[0117] With reference to Fig. 18, for example, the sim-
ulation unit 806 determines that the 3rd (n=3) unit region
includes the virtual workpiece 630, and the 18th (n=18)
unit region does not include the virtual workpiece 630.

[Third Embodiment]

[0118] In the first embodiment, an example has been
described in which a space is divided into cuboids as unit
regions in the follow-up condition determination process-
ing illustrated in Fig. 8. In the third embodiment, a case
will be described where a surface of a virtual workpiece
530 is divided into a plurality of unit regions (e.g., rectan-
gles) in the follow-up condition determination processing.
[0119] In the third embodiment, because "Overall Con-
figuration of Control System", "Hardware Configuration
of PC 6", and "Functional Configuration" are basically the
same as in the first embodiment, detailed description
thereof will not be repeated. That is, a follow-up condition
different from the condition described in Fig. 8 for the first
embodiment is used in the third embodiment.

<Functional Configuration of Simulation Unit>

[0120] Functions of a simulation unit 806 according to
the third embodiment will be described. The functions of
the simulation unit 806 are basically the same as in the
first embodiment except that a function of a determination
unit 824 in a simulation control unit 820 is slightly differ-
ent. Therefore, detailed description thereof will not be
repeated.
[0121] In the third embodiment, a determination unit
824 determines, based on model data of the virtual object
and model data of the virtual machine, whether or not a
surface area of a virtual object where a work space in
which a virtual machine works (in the third embodiment,
a holding space) overlaps with a virtual object, which is
handled by the virtual machine and corresponds to a real
object, is equal to or greater than a reference value. More
specifically, the determination unit 824 divides the sur-
face of the virtual object into a plurality of unit regions,
and determines whether or not each of the divided unit
regions is included in the work space. Then, out of the
total volume of the virtual object, the determination unit
824 calculates a surface area of a portion of the virtual
object that overlaps with the work space based on the
number of the unit regions determined to be included in
the work space.

<Flow of Simulation Control>

[0122] In the third embodiment, a case shown in Fig.
5 in the first embodiment is assumed. Since an overall
flow of control of the simulation unit 806 is basically the
same as the flow shown in Fig. 7 in the first embodiment,
details thereof will not be repeated.
[0123] A flow of follow-up condition determination
processing (part corresponding to step S116 in Fig. 7) of
the third embodiment will be described below.

(Follow-up Condition Determination Processing)

[0124] Fig. 19 is a flowchart showing a flow of follow-
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up condition determination processing according to the
third embodiment. Step S700 in the third embodiment
corresponds to step S116 in the first embodiment.
[0125] With reference to Fig. 19, the simulation unit
806 divides the surface of the virtual workpiece 530 into
a plurality of unit regions (e.g., rectangle) with a prede-
termined size by executing the 3D simulator (step S702).
[0126] Fig. 20 is a diagram for illustrating a division
method of the virtual workpiece 530 according to the third
embodiment.
[0127] With reference to Fig. 20, the simulation unit
806 divides the surface of the virtual workpiece 530 into
a plurality of unit regions based on model data of the
virtual workpiece 530. This example shows a case where
the surface is divided into 52 unit regions.
[0128] Referring again to Fig. 19, the simulation unit
806 sets a variable t, which indicates the number of the
unit regions included in a holding space of a virtual robot
500, to 0 (step S704). The variable t indicates the surface
area of a portion of the virtual workpiece 530 that is in-
cluded in the holding space. For example, if the entire
surface of the virtual workpiece 530 is included in the
holding space, the value of the variable t is 52. If the
virtual workpiece 530 is not included in the holding space
at all, the value of the variable t is 0.
[0129] Next, the simulation unit 806 sets 1 to a variable
n, which is stored in a RAM 903 (step S705). In the third
embodiment, the RAM 903 holds, as a variable N, the
number of the unit regions into which the surface of the
virtual workpiece 530 is divided. In other words, the var-
iable N indicates the total surface area of the virtual work-
piece 530.
[0130] Next, the simulation unit 806 determines wheth-
er or not the n-th unit region is included in the holding
space (step S706).
[0131] Fig. 21 is a diagram for illustrating a determina-
tion processing method in step S706 shown in Fig. 20.
With reference to Fig. 21, for example, the simulation unit
806 determines that the 12th (n=12) unit region is includ-
ed in the holding space, and the 1st (n=1) unit region is
not included in the holding space.
[0132] Referring again to Fig. 19, if the n-th unit region
is not included in the holding space (NO in step S706),
the simulation unit 806 executes the processing in step
S710. On the other hand, if the n-th unit region is included
in the holding space (YES in step S706), the simulation
unit 806 increments the value of the variable t (step S708)
and executes the processing in step S710.
[0133] Next, the simulation unit 806 determines wheth-
er or not the variable n matches the variable N (step
S710). More specifically, the simulation unit 806 deter-
mines whether or not the determination processing in
step S706 is executed for all unit regions.
[0134] If the variable n does not match with the variable
N (NO in step S710), the simulation unit 806 increments
the value of the variable n (step S711) and repeats the
processing from step S706. On the other hand, if the
variable n matches the variable N (YES in step S710),

the simulation unit 806 determines whether or not the
value of the variable t is equal to or greater than a refer-
ence value (step S712). More specifically, for example,
if the follow-up condition is that 50% or more of the sur-
face of the virtual workpiece 530 is included in the holding
space, the reference value is set to half the surface area
of the virtual workpiece 530. In this case, the reference
value is set to 26 because the surface area of the virtual
workpiece 530 is 52.
[0135] If the value of the variable t is equal to or greater
than the reference value (YES in step S712), the simu-
lation unit 806 determines that the follow-up condition is
satisfied (step S714) and returns the process to the main
process (Return). On the other hand, if the value of the
variable t is not equal to or greater than (less than) the
reference value (NO in step S712), the simulation unit
806 determines that the follow-up condition is not satis-
fied (step S716) and returns the process to the main proc-
ess (Return).
[0136] According to the third embodiment, if a certain
amount of the surface of the virtual workpiece is included
in the holding space of the virtual robot, the virtual work-
piece is controlled to follow the motion of the virtual robot.
Therefore, simulation can be executed such that a work-
piece which can be held by a robot in the real space is
held, and a workpiece which cannot be held by the robot
in the real space is not held. That is, it becomes possible
to simulate the motion of a robot and a workpiece in the
real space more accurately.

[Other Embodiments]

[0137] In the first embodiment, although a case has
been described where a holding space is divided into unit
regions in follow-up condition determination processing,
a virtual workpiece 530 may also be divided into unit re-
gions in a manner similar to the second embodiment.
That is, a simulation unit 806 divides a virtual workpiece
530 into unit regions (e.g., cuboid) by executing a 3D
simulator. The simulation unit 806 determines whether
or not the n-th unit region is included in a holding space.
The simulation unit 806 determines that a follow-up con-
dition is satisfied if a volume of a portion of the virtual
workpiece 530 is equal to or greater than a certain value,
and that the follow-up condition is not satisfied if it is less
than a reference value.
[0138] In the above embodiments, it is assumed that
a virtual machine corresponds to a machine in the real
space and a virtual object corresponds to an object (work-
piece) in the real space. However, the present invention
is not limited thereto, and the virtual object may exist only
in a 3D space which is a virtual space. Accordingly, for
example, whether or not an object follows motion of a
machine can be examined in simulation of a control pro-
gram prior to actual construction of an apparatus.
[0139] In the above embodiments, it is described that
a simulator executed by the simulation unit 806 is formed
of two parts, a 3D simulator and a machine control sim-
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ulator. However, the present invention is not limited
thereto, and these two simulators may be integrated into
a simulator. With this configuration, simulation can be
executed more efficiently because data exchange be-
tween these two simulators is not necessary.
[0140] There can also be provided a program that car-
ries out control described in the above-described flow-
chart by making a computer to work. Such a program
can be recorded in a non-temporary computer-readable
recording medium, such as a floppy disk, CD-ROM,
ROM, RAM, and memory card, which accompany a com-
puter, and provided as a program product. Alternatively,
the program can be provided by being recorded in the
recording medium such as a hard disk that is built into a
computer. The program can also be provided by down-
loading via a network.
[0141] The program may be a program that calls out
necessary modules in a predetermined arrangement at
a predetermined timing out of program modules provided
as a part of a computer operating system (OS) to execute
processing. In this case, the above-described modules
are not included in the program itself, and the program
executes processing in cooperation with the OS. Such a
program that does not include modules in itself may be
included in the program according to this embodiment.
[0142] The program according to this embodiment may
be a program that is provided by being incorporated in a
part of other program. In this case, the above-described
program modules included in other programs are not in-
cluded in the program itself, and the program executes
processing in cooperation with the other programs. Such
a program incorporated in another program can be in-
cluded in the program according to this embodiment.
[0143] It should be understood that the embodiments
disclosed are illustrative and not restrictive in all respects.
The scope of the invention is shown not by the above
descriptions, but only by claims of the invention, and it is
intended that the meanings equivalent to claims and all
the modifications within claims are included in the inven-
tion.

INDEX TO THE REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0144] 2 ... server; 4 ... network; 8 ... controller support
program; 10, 15 ... control program; 12, 902 ... ROM;
14 ... controller; 16 ... control target apparatus; 17 ... mo-
tor driver; 18 ... motor; 500 ... virtual robot; 530, 630 ...
virtual workpiece; 550 ... virtual stand; 600 ... virtual air
cylinder; 650, 655 ... virtual conveyor; 802 ... user inter-
face unit; 804 ... display data creation unit; 806 ... simu-
lation unit; 808 ... control program storage unit; 810 ...
control program editing unit; 812 ... controller interface
unit; 820 ... simulation control unit; 822 ... motion control
unit; 824 ... determination unit; 826 ... follow-up control
unit; 830 ... execution result data storage unit; 840 ...
model data storage unit; 901 ... CPU; 903 ... RAM; 904 ...
HDD; 905 ... keyboard; 906 ... mouse; 907 ... monitor;
908 ... CD-ROM drive; 909 ... communication interface;

910 ... internal bus.

Claims

1. A simulation apparatus comprising:

a processor configured to execute simulation of
a control program executed on a controller, the
controller configured to control motion of a ma-
chine that handles an object, wherein
the processor comprises:

a motion control means configured to con-
trol, following to the control program, motion
of a virtual machine based on a motion com-
mand to move the virtual machine in a virtual
space, the virtual machine corresponding
to the machine;
a determination means configured to deter-
mine, based on model data of a virtual ob-
ject and model data of the virtual machine,
whether or not a volume of a region where
a work space in which the virtual machine
works overlaps with the virtual object is
equal to or greater than a predetermined
reference value, the virtual object being
handled by the virtual machine and corre-
sponding to the object; and
a follow-up means configured to make the
virtual object follow the motion of the virtual
machine based on the motion command
when the volume is equal to or greater than
the reference value.

2. The simulation apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein
the determination means
divides the work space into a plurality of unit regions,
determines whether or not each of the divided unit
regions comprises the virtual object, and
calculates a volume of a portion of the work space
occupied by the virtual object based on the number
of the unit regions determined to comprise the virtual
object.

3. The simulation apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein
the determination means
divides the virtual object into a plurality of unit re-
gions, determines whether or not each of the divided
unit regions is comprised in the work space, and
calculates a volume of a portion of the virtual object
overlapped with the work space based on the
number of the unit regions determined to be com-
prised in the work space.

4. The simulation apparatus according to claim 3,
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wherein
the reference value is determined for each piece of
the model data of the virtual object.

5. The simulation apparatus according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, wherein
the work space comprises a movable range of the
virtual machine, the movable range being deter-
mined in advance to correspond to a movable range
of the machine.

6. A simulation method performed on a computer com-
prising a processor configured to execute simulation
of a control program executed on a controller, the
controller being configured to control motion of a ma-
chine that handles an object, the method comprising
the steps of:

causing the processor to control, following the
control program, the motion of the virtual ma-
chine based on a motion command to move a
virtual machine in a virtual space, the virtual ma-
chine corresponding to the machine;
causing the processor to determine, based on
model data of a virtual object and model data of
the virtual machine, whether or not a volume of
a region where a work space in which the virtual
machine works overlaps with the virtual object
is equal to or greater than a predetermined ref-
erence value, the virtual object being handled
by the virtual machine and corresponding to the
object; and
causing the processor to make the virtual object
follow the motion of the virtual machine based
on the motion command when the volume is
equal to or greater than the reference value.

7. A simulation program executed by a computer,
the computer comprising a processor configured to
execute simulation of a control program executed on
a controller, the controller being configured to control
motion of a machine that handles an object,
the simulation program causing the processor to ex-
ecute the steps of:

controlling, following the control program, the
motion of the virtual machine based on a motion
command to move a virtual machine in a virtual
space, the virtual machine corresponding to the
machine;
determining, based on model data of a virtual
object and model data of the virtual machine,
whether or not a volume of a region where a
work space in which the virtual machine works
overlaps with the virtual object is equal to or
greater than a predetermined reference value,
the virtual object being handled by the virtual
machine and corresponding to the object; and

making the virtual object follow the motion of the
virtual machine based on the motion command
when the volume is equal to or greater than the
reference value.

8. A simulation apparatus comprising:

a processor configured to execute simulation of
a control program executed on a controller, the
controller configured to control motion of a ma-
chine that handles an object, wherein
the processor comprises:

a motion control means configured to con-
trol, following the control program, motion
of a virtual machine based on a motion com-
mand to move the virtual machine in a virtual
space, the virtual machine corresponding
to the machine;
a determination means configured to deter-
mine, based on model data of a virtual ob-
ject and model data of the virtual machine,
whether or not a surface area of a portion
of the virtual object where a work space in
which the virtual machine works overlaps
with the virtual object is equal to or greater
than a predetermined reference value, the
virtual object being handled by the virtual
machine and corresponding to the object;
and
a follow-up means configured to make the
virtual object follow the motion of the virtual
machine based on the motion command
when the surface area is equal to or greater
than the reference value.

9. A simulation apparatus comprising:

a processor configured to execute simulation of
a control program executed on a controller, the
controller being configured to control motion of
a machine that handles an object, wherein
the processor comprises:

a motion control means configured to con-
trol, following the control program, motion
of a virtual machine based on a motion com-
mand to move the virtual machine in a virtual
space, the virtual machine corresponding
to the machine;
a determination means configured to deter-
mine, based on model data of a virtual ob-
ject and model data of the virtual machine,
whether or not a volume of a region where
a work space in which the virtual machine
works does not overlap with the virtual ob-
ject is less than a predetermined reference
value, the virtual object being handled by
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the virtual machine and corresponding to
the object; and
a follow-up means configured to make the
virtual object follow the motion of the virtual
machine based on the motion command
when the volume is less than the reference
value.
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